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We consider operators such as pseudo-differential operators on a manifold M1 .
Let M2 be another manifold, and consider P also as an operator on M1_M2 . We
prove that, when P is injective in D$ and symmetric, the following four properties of
P are equivalent: global hypoellipticity on M1_M2 , global solvability on M1_M2 ,
global hypoellipticity on M1 , and global sovability on M1 . We apply this for a
specific class of pseudo-differential operators on S1_M2 .  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let M1 , M2 be compact orientable manifolds of dimension 1, and
consider a continuous linear operator P : C(M1)  C(M1), which
extends to a continuous linear operator P : D$(M1)  D$(M1); here D$(M1)
denotes the space of distributions on M1 , that is, continuous linear func-
tionals on C(M1).
Then P may also be viewed as an operator acting on C(M1 _M2), or
on D$(M1_M2).
Our first goal is to study the properties of global hypoellipticity and
global solvability for P on M1_M2 .
Recall that P is globally hypoelliptic (GH) on a manifold M if the condi-
tions u # D$(M) and Pu # C(M) imply u # C(M).
We say that P is globally solvable (GS) on M if P : C(M)  C(M) is
onto.
Theorem 1.2 in Section 1 says that, when P is symmetric and injective, all
four following properties of P are equivalent: GH on M1_M2 , GS on
M1_M2 , GH on M1 , and GS on M1 .
A more general result is Theorem 1.1, covering non-symmetric P, under
the assumption that P and tP are injective.
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The proofs of these abstract results are of a functional-analytic nature
(open mapping, Banach-Steinhaus, separately continuous bilinear maps).
Our second goal is to study GH and GS on S1_M for operators of the
form
P=e&ixA(Dx)+B(Dx)+eixC(Dx),
where A, B, and C are pseudo-differential operators on the unit circle S1.
We do so in Section 3; in view of the results of Section 1, the problem
is reduced to studying the properties of GH and injectivity for P and tP
on S 1.
Our results extend, in two different directions, the results in [Y1], [Y2],
namely we treat more general operators on more general manifolds. In
[Y1], [Y2], M=Tn, n1, and A#1, C#1. In [Y1], P=D2x+2cos x&*,
* # C, while in [Y2], P= p(Dx)+2cos x&*, with p(& j)= p( j), j # Z and
| p( j)|  , as | j |   (see remark 3.6). When A#1, C#1, we only
require |B( j)|2+=, for some =>0 and all large | j | (see Corollary 3.5).
The proofs in [Y1], [Y2] use Fourier series in all variables, hence can-
not be extended to a general manifold M2 . In our proofs, we only use
partial Fourier series in x; the regularity of the solutions with respect to the
variables in M2 is obtained via our abstract results.
Partial Fourier series lead us directly from the equation Pu= f to dif-
ference equations which, in turn, are closely connected with certain con-
tinued fractions. Section 2 is devoted to presenting the relevant facts about
difference equations and continued fractions.
In Section 4 we exhibit situations, other than that of Section 2, where the
abstract results can be used in an effective way.
1. THE ABSTRACT RESULTS
We begin by establishing our notation.
M, M1 , M2 denote smooth compact oriented manifolds of dimension
1; sometimes we will refer to them simply as manifolds.
C(M) denotes the space of all complex-valued smooth functions on M.
D$(M) denotes the space of distributions on M, i.e., continuous linear
functionals on C(M).
Hs(M), s # R, is the standard Sobolev space, with norm & }&k defined by
means of a fixed finite atlas.
C(M ; D$(M)) denotes the space of all smooth maps k : M  D$(M),
i.e., for each  # C(M), the map x # M [ <k(x, v), > # C is C.
L(C(M)) denotes the space of all continuous linear operators
K : C(M)  C(M).
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Let P be a continuous linear operator
P : C(M1)  C(M1)
admitting an extension to a continuous linear operator, still denoted by P,
P : D$(M1)  D$(M1).
In this situation the transpose of P also defines continuous linear
operators
tP : C(M1)  C(M1)
and
tP : D$(M1)  D$(M1).
The operators P and tP may also be regarded as continuous linear
operators acting on functions or distributions on the product M1_M2 .
It is easy to see that P : D$(M1_M2)  D$(M1 _M2) is injective if and
only if the same is true of P : D$(M1)  D$(M1); when this happens we will
say that P is injective in D$. The concepts of P or tP injective in C, and
tP injective in D$ will also be used.
We say that P is globally hypoelliptic (GH) on M if the conditions
u # D$(M) and Pu # C(M) imply u # C(M).
We say that P is globally solvable (GS) on M if for every f # C(M)
there exists u # C(M) such that Pu= f.
Our main purpose in this Section is to prove the following abstract
result:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that P and tP are injective in D$. Then the follow-
ing properties are equivalent :
(i) P and tP are GH on M1_M2 ;
(ii) P and tP are GS on M1_M2 ;
(iii) P and tP are GH on M1;
(iv) P and tP are GS on M1 .
The important special case of Theorem 1.1 for symmetric operators is
stated as a separate result, as follows.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that P is injective in D$ and tP=P. Then the
following properties are equivalent:
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(i) P is GH on M1_M2 ;
(ii) P is GS on M1_M2 ;
(iii) P is GH on M1 ;
(iv) P is GS on M1 .
In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we need the next lemma, which is a ver-
sion of the Schwartz kernels theorem.
Lemma 1.3. Each k # C(M ; D$(M)) defines an operator K # L(C(M))
by
(K)(x)=(k(x, v), ( v)) ,  # C(M). (1.1)
Conversely, to each operator K # L(C(M)) there corresponds a unique
k # C(M ; D$(M)) such that (1.1) holds.
Proof. If k # C(M ; D$(M)) is given, then, for each  # C(M), the
map x # M [ (k(x, v), ( v)) # C is well-defined and C. Thus K, defined
by (1.1), maps C(M) linearly into C(M). It remains to show that K is
continuous.
Set 1 = [k(x, v) # D$(M) : x # M], and, for . # C(M), 1(.) =
[(k(x, v), .( v)) # C : x # M]. Each 1(.) is bounded in C, because M is
compact. The Banach-Steinhaus Theorem implies that 1 is equicontinous;
hence there exist C>0, N # Z+ such that &K&0C &&N ,  # C(M).
Let (U, x1 , ..., xn) be a chart on M, and take V open with V /U;
now take / # Cc (U ) with /=1 on a neighborhood of V ; note that
:x(/(x) k(x, v))=
:
x k(x, v), : # Z
n, x # V. By repeating the argument above
with k(x, v) replaced by :x(/(x) k(x, v)), : # Z
n, we see that for each j # Z+
there exist C>0, N # Z such that &K&jC &&N ,  # C(M). Hence K is
continuous.
If now K # L(C(M)) is given, then it is easy to see that k(x, v) defined
by (1.1) belongs to D$(M) for each x, and furthermore, k # C(M ; D$(M)).
The uniqueness is also clear. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We will show that (iv) O (ii) O (i) O (iii) O (iv).
We remark right away that only in the proof of (iii) O (iv) do we have
to deal with P and tP simultaneously. In fact, in the others, we will prove
that a property for P implies the next property for the same operator P; it
will be clear that the same proofs will go through with tP replaced for P.
(ii) O (i): let u # D$(M1_M2) be such that f =
v Pu # C(M1_M2).
By assumption, there exists . # C(M1_M2) such that P.= f ; hence
Pu=P. and so u=. # C(M1_M2).
(i) O (iii): let u # D$(M1) with f =
v Pu # C(M1). Set v=u1, and
g= f1; we get Pv= g, where v # D$(M1_M2) and g # C(M1_M2).
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Hence our assumption implies v # C(M1_M2), from which it follows that
u # C(M1).
(iv) O (ii): the assumptions imply that P is a continuous linear bijec-
tion. Hence, by the open mapping theorem, P has a continuous inverse
P&1: C(M1)  C(M1).
Now Lemma 1.3 applies to yield a kernel k(x, y) for P&1; we have
k # C(M1 ; D$(M1)) and (P&1)(x)=(k(x, v), ( v)) ,  # C(M1).
We now claim that an inverse for P : C(M1_M2)  C(M1_M2) is
given by
(P&1)(x, t)=(k(x, v), ( v, t)) ,  # C(M1 _M2).
Note first that for each  # C(M1_M2) we have a well-defined func-
tion (x, t) # M1_M2 [ (k(x, v), ( v, t)) # C. We proceed to show that it
is C.
We may write P&1=B b F, where F : M1_M2  D$(M1)_C(M1) is
defined by F(x, t)=(k(x, v), ( v, t)), and B : D$(M1)_C(M1)  C is
given by B(u, .)=(u, .) .
It is easy to see that F is continuous, and that the bilinear map B is
separately continuous, hence sequentially continuous.
We reach the conclusion that P&1 # C0(M1 _M2).
Take charts (U, x1 , ..., xm) on M1 , and (V, t1 , ..., tn) on M2 ; take open
subsets U1 , V1 , with U1 /U, and V1 /V, and pick / # Cc (U ), ’ # C

c (V)
with /=1 on U1 , and ’=1 on V1 .
For each : # Zm+, ; # Z
n
+ , we may repeat the argument above, with F
replaced by F:;(x, t)=(:x[/(x) k(x, v)], 
;
t [’(t) ( v, t)]); it follows that
f:;(x, t)=B(F:;(x, t)) defines a smooth function f:; .
It is clear that, on U1_V1 , :x
;
t (P
&1)= f:; , hence P&1 is in
C(M1_M2).
Finally, it is clear that P(P&1)=, for all  # C(M1_M2).
(iii) O (iv): assume that P is GH on M1 . We will show that tP is GS
on M1 by means of a variation of an argument of Treves (see [T1], and
[BCP]).
We first claim that P GH implies the existence of C>0, and k # Z+ ,
such that
&u&1C(&Pu&k+&u&0) u # C(M1). (1.2)
To see this consider two locally convex topologies on C(M1), namely,
the standard one with norms & }&k and, on the other hand, the one
generated by the norms & }&$k , where &u&$k=&Pu&k+&u&0 , k # Z+. In the
latter case, C(M1) is complete because P is GH.
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The identity map from (C(M1), & }&k) to (C(M1), & }&$k) is continuous;
thus, by the open mapping theorem, the inverse mapping is likewise con-
tinuous, which implies the validity of (1.2).
Our next claim is that the validity of (1.2) together with the fact that P
is injective implies the existence of C>0, k # Z+ such that
&u&1C &Pu&k , u # C(M1). (1.3)
Indeed, suppose that (1.3) does not hold for arbitrary C>0, k # Z+ .
Then we can find a sequence (uj) j # N such that &uj&1=1, and Puj  0 in
Hk(M1), for all k # Z+ ; in particular, Puj  0 in D$(M1).
On the other hand, by Rellich’s lemma, there is a subsequence, still
denoted (uj), with uj  u0 in H0(M1); thus, uj  u0 in D$(M1), and
Puj  Pu0 in D$(M1).
Hence Pu0=0 in D$(M1) and so u0=0.
We now use (1.2), with uj replaced for u, and take limits as j  . We
reach a contradiction, and so the claim is proved.
Finally, we use (1.3) to show that tP is GS on M1 .
Consider the space X=PC(M1), with the topology induced by
Hk(M1), where k # Z+ is the number appearing in (1.3).
For each f # C(M1), let F : X  C be the linear functional defined by
F(P.)=M1 f (x) .(x) 0(x), where 0 is a volume form on M1 . F is well-
defined and continuous because of (1.3).
The functional F can be extended to a continuous linear functional on
Hk(M1) in view of the Hahn-Banach theorem; we get an element
u # H &k(M1) and we have tPu= f. Now since tP is GH we get u # C(M1),
and we have shown that tP is GS on M1 .
The same argument shows that tP GH on M1 implies P GS on M1 .
The proof is complete. K
2. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS AND CONTINUED FRACTIONS
This section serves mainly as a preparation for Section 3.
Here we clarify and improve results in [Y1] and [Y2].
We refer the reader to [JT] for background on continued fractions and
difference equations (see also [M]).
We are concerned with difference equations of the form
yj+1=bjyj+ajyj&1 , j1, (2.1)
where (aj), (bj) are given sequences of complex numbers, and solutions ( yj)
are sought.
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We also study the non-homogeneous equation
yj+1=bjyj+ajyj&1+zj , j1. (2.2)
A non-trivial solution h=(hj)j0 of (2.1) is called a minimal solution
if there exists another solution g, called a dominant solution, such that
limj   hjgj=0.
There is a continued fraction naturally associated to (2.1), namely
T=Kj=1(ajbj)=
a1
b1+
a2
b2+
a3
b3+ } } }
(2.3)
Our first result is about the occurence of exponential dichotomy for the
solutions of (2.1).
Proposition 2.1. Assume that
aj {0, j1, (2.4)
and that there exist =>0, +0 # N, and M>0 such that
|bj |(1+2=) |aj |+1, j+0 , (2.5)
|aj |(1+=)(3+2=), j+0 , (2.6)
} ‘
j
k=+0
ak }M, j+0 . (2.7)
Then:
(i) any non-trivial solution of (2.1) is either minimal or dominant ;
(ii) any minimal solution h satisfies
0<|h+0+k ||h+0 | (1+=)
&k, k1; (2.8)
(iii) for any dominant solution g there exists m0+0 such that
| gm0+k || gm0 | (1+=2)
k>0, k1; (2.9)
(iv) for any minimal solution h and any dominant solution g, we have
sup[ |hj gj | ; j0]<. (2.10)
Proof. Assumptions (2.4) and (2.5) allow us to apply Pringsheim’s
theorem; the conclusion is that, for each ++0 , the continued fraction
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Kj=+(ajbj) converges to a complex number T
+, with 0<|T +|1(1+=).
Note, for further use, that (2.3) defines T=T 1 # C _ [].
Let [:+0, ;+0] be the basis of solutions of (2.1) with initial values :+0+0&1=
;+0+0=1, and :
+0
+0
=;+0+0&1=0.
Now Pincherle’s theorem applies to yield a minimal solution h=:+0&
T +0;+0 and a dominant solution g=;+0; furthermore, T +=&h+h+&1 ,
++0 . Hence we get 0<|h+0+k ||h+0+k&1 |(1+=)|h+0 |(1+=)
&k=
(1+=)&k, k1, which ends the proof of (ii), for this special h.
Since the minimal solutions, together with the trivial solution, form a
one dimensional subspace we are done with the proof of (ii).
Using induction together with (2.6) we have |;+0+0+k |(1+=)
k, k1.
Any dominant solution is of the form g=c1h+c2;+0, with c2 {0; now
some further computations imply that (iii) is valid.
Finally, one uses (2.7) to show that
|;+0j | |:
+0
j &T
+0;+0j ||;
+0
j |
2 :

&= j
|(:+0& ;
+0
&+1&:
+0
&+1 ;
+0
& );
+0
& ;
+0
&+1 |
 :

&= j } ‘
&
k=+0
ak }<(1+=)2(&& j)+1<
hence (iv) holds. K
In the statement of our next result we will use a fixed minimal solution
h and a fixed dominant solution, chosen as follows.
Take :, ; solutions of (2.1) with initial values :0=;1=1, :1=;0=0.
Then, if T # C, we take
h=:&T;, and g=;, (2.11)
whereas if T=, we take
h=;, and g=:. (2.12)
We will also use the notation
A&=(&1)& \ ‘
&
k=1
ak+
&1
, &1. (2.13)
Proposition 2.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, and with the
above notations and choice of h and g, let z # S(Z+).
Then we have
# =v :

&=1
A&h&z& # C (2.14)
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also, 8 defined by
80=81=0, 8j= gj :

&= j
A&h&z&+hj :
j&1
&=1
A&g&z& , j2, (2.15)
is an element of S(Z+).
Let ( yj) j0 be an arbitrary solution of (2.2). Then
(i) if T # C, we have
yj=(Ty0+ y1+#)gj+ y0hj&8j , j2. (2.16)
(ii) if T=, we have
yj=( y0&#)gj+ y1 hj+8j , j2. (2.17)
The proof is technical and will be omitted. Formulas similar to (2.16)-
(2.17) were used in [Y1], [Y2].
3. APPLICATIONS
In this section we analyze a class of differential (and pseudo-differential)
operators to which the abstract results of Section 1 can be applied in an
efficient way, yielding results of global hypoellipticity and global solvability.
Our results extend those of [Y1],[Y2] to more general operators acting
on more general manifolds.
The class studied here consists of the operators
P=e&ixA(Dx)+B(Dx)+eixC(Dx), (3.1)
where A, B, and C are pseudo-differential operators on S1.
Thus A(Dx) u(x)=(12?) j # Z A( j ) u^( j ) eijx, where (A( j )) j # Z /S$(Z),
and u # D$(S1); B(Dx) and C(Dx) are defined similarly.
Our main goal is to study the properties of GH and GS for P on S 1_M,
when M is a compact orientable manifold.
We begin by studying Ker P.
Let u # D$(S1) with Pu=0. Then u^ is a solution of
A( j+1) yj+1+B( j ) yj+C( j&1) yj&1=0, j # Z. (3.2)
We will work under the assumption
A( j ){0, C( j ){0, j # Z (3.3)
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We split the analysis of (3.2) according to whether j1, j&1, or j=0;
namely we consider
yj+1=(&B( j )A( j+1))yj+(&C( j&1)A( j+1)) yj&1, j1, (3.4)
yj&1=(&B( j )C( j&1)) yj+(&A( j+1)C( j&1)) yj+1, j&1, (3.5)
and
A(1) y1+B(0)y0+C(&1)y&1=0. (3.6)
By changing j&1 into & j1, and by setting wj= y& j , j1, we see
that (3.5) is equivalent to
wj+1=(&B(&j )C(&j&1))wj+(&A(&j+1)C(&j&1)) wj&1 , j1.
(3.7)
Thus, both (3.4) and (3.5) are reducible to equations of the type (2.1)
studied in Section 2.
We will use terminology such as right minimal solution of (3.2) to mean
a minimal solution of (3.4), and similarly for left minimal, right dominant,
and left dominant solutions; we will denote these by h+, h&, g+, and g&,
respectively. A solution of (3.2) is called a bilateral minimal solution if it is
both right minimal and left minimal.
Besides (3.3) we will make further assumptions about P, namely
v there exist M1 , M2>0 such that, for all &0,
‘
&
j=0
|C( j&1)A( j+1)|M2 , and
(3.8)
‘
&
j=0
|A(& j+1)C(& j&1)|M1;
v there exist =>0, and +0 # N, such that, for all j+0 ,
|B( j )|>(1+2=) |C( j&1)|+|A( j+1)|,
|B(& j )|>(1+2=) |A(& j+1)|+|C(& j&1)|,
(3.9)
|C( j&1)|>
1+=
3+2=
|A( j+1)|, and
|A(& j+1)|>
1+=
3+2=
|C(& j&1)|.
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The relevant continued fractions here are
T +=Kj=1
&C( j&1)A( j+1)
&B( j )A( j+1)
, (3.10)
and
T &=Kj=1
&A(& j+1)C(& j&1)
&B(& j )C(& j&1)
. (3.11)
Our first result will tell us when is it that P is injective.
Proposition 3.1. Let P be as in (3.1), and assume that (3.3), (3.8), and
(3.9) hold. Then the following properties are equivalent:
(i) P : D$(S1)  D$(S 1) is injective;
(ii) P : C(S 1)  C(S1) is injective;
(iii) there is no bilateral minimal solution to (3.2);
(iv) T + and T & are not both equal to , and A(1)T ++C(&1)T &&
B(0){0.
Proof. (i) O (ii): this is trivial.
(ii) O (iii): assume that there exists a bilateral minimal solution h to
(3.2); then hj decays exponentially as | j |  . Define . by means of .^=h;
then . # C(S 1) (. is in fact real-analytic), .0 and P.=0, and so P is
not injective.
(iii) O (i): assume that there exists u # D$(S 1), with u0, and Pu=0.
Set h=u^; then h # S$(Z) and h is a solution to (3.2); obviously h cannot
be a dominant solution, hence it is minimal.
(iii)  (iv): we divide the analysis into five cases, namely:
Case 1. T \ # C, and A(1)T ++C(&1)T &&B(0)=0,
Case 2. T \ # C, and A(1)T ++C(&1)T &&B(0){0,
Case 3. T + # C, and T &=,
Case 4. T +=, and T & # C,
Case 5. T \=.
We must show that a bilateral minimal solution to (3.2) exists in cases
1 and 5, and does not exist in cases 2, 3, and 4.
In view of the exponential dichotomy to the right and to the left, a
bilateral minimal solution exists if and only if the subspaces spanned by a
left minimal solution and, respectively, by a right minimal solution coin-
cide.
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Take bases [:+, ;+] and [:&, ;&], with initial values : +0 =;
+
1 =1,
:+1 =;
+
0 =0, :
&
0 =;
&
&1=1 and :
&
&1=;
&
0 =0. Note that :
&=
:+&(B(0)A(1)) ;+, and ;&=(&C(&1)A(1)) ;+.
We will use the notations h\, g\ as explained before.
In cases 1 and 2, we have h+=:+&T +;+, g+=;+, h&=:&&T &;&,
and g&=;&. By using (3.6), we get h&=:&&T &;&=:+&
(B(0)A(1));++T&(C(&1)A(1));+=(:+&T +;+)+(1A(1))(A(1)T++
C(&1)T&&B(0));+, or h&=h++(1A(1))(A(1)T++C(&1)T&B(0))g+.
Hence h& and h+ are linearly dependent if and only if A(1)T ++
C(&1)T &&B(0)=0, which concludes the proof in cases 1 and 2.
We will be brief in the proof in the other cases.
In case 3 we have h&=;&=&(C(&1)A(1));+=&(C(&1)A(1))g+,
hence h& and h+ are linearly independent.
In case 4, h+=;+=&(A(1)C(&1));&=&(A(1)C(&1))g&, and,
again, h& and h+ are linearly independent.
Finally, in case 5, h+=;+=&(A(1)C(&1));&=&(A(1)C(&1))h&,
and so h& and h+ are linearly dependent. K
We now consider the transpose of the operator P in (3.1), namely
tP=A(&Dx)e&ix+B(&Dx)+C(&Dx)eix. (3.12)
The corresponding difference equation is
A(& j ) yj+1+B(& j ) yj+C(& j ) yj&1=0, j # Z (3.13)
and the associated continued fractions are
S+=Kj=1
&C(& j )A(& j )
&B(& j )A(& j )
, (3.14)
and
S&=Kj=1
&A( j )C( j )
&B( j )C( j )
. (3.15)
Consider the following properties:
v there exist M 1 , M 2>0 such that, for all &0,
‘
&
j=0
|C(& j )A(& j )|M 2 and
(3.16)
‘
&
j=0
|A( j )C( j )|M 1 ,
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v there exist =>0, and +~ 0 # N, such that, for all j+~ 0 ,
|B(& j )|>(1+2=) |C(& j )|+|A(& j )|,
|B( j )|>(1+2=) |A( j )|+|C( j )|,
(3.17)
|C(& j )|>
1+=
3+2=
|A(& j )|, and
|A( j )|>
1+=
3+2=
|C( j )|.
A simple modification of the proof of Proposition 3.1 with tP replaced
for P, gives the following analogous result:
Proposition 3.2. Let tP be as in (3.12), and assume that (3.3), (3.16),
and (3.17) hold. Then the following properties are equivalent:
(i) tP : D$(S 1)  D$(S1) is injective;
(ii) tP : C(S 1)  C(S1) is injective;
(iii) there is no bilateral minimal solution to (3.13);
(iv) S+ and S & are not both equal to , and A(0)S++
C(0)S&&B(0){0.
We will now present a result about GH on S 1.
Proposition 3.3. Let P be as in (3.1), and assume that (3.3), (3.8), and
(3.9) hold. Then P is GH on S1.
If (3.3), (3.16), and (3.17) hold, then tP is GH on S1.
Proof. We only prove the statement concerning P, the one about tP
being proved in an analogous fashion.
Let u # D$(S1), with f =v Pu # C(S 1); then u^ is a solution of
A( j+1) yj+1+B( j ) yj+C( j&1) yj&1=zj , j # Z (3.18)
where z=f # S(Z).
We split the study of (3.18) according to whether j1, j &1, and j=0.
We may then use Proposition 2.2 to write the general expression of the
solutions of (3.18).
We will use the obvious notations #\ and 8\ to denote the objects com-
ing from the application of Proposition 2.2.
If T + # C we get
u^( j )=(T +u^(0)+u^(1)+#+)g+j +u^(0) h
+
j &8
+
j , j2.
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Since h+, 8+ # S(Z), u^ # S$(Z), and g+ is exponentially increasing, we
see that we must have
T +u^(0)+u^(1)+#+=0, (3.19)
and so
u^( j )=u^(0)h+j &8
+
j , j2 (3.20)
hence u^ # S(Z+).
If now T +=, we have
u^( j )=(u^(0)&#+)g +j +u^(1)h
+
j +8
+
j , j2,
and as before we must have
u^(0)&#+=0, (3.21)
hence
u^( j )=u^(1)h +j +8
+
j , j2, (3.22)
and again u^ # S(Z+).
Concerning the negative indices, we have, if T & # C,
u^(& j )=(T &u^(0)+u^(&1)+#&)g&j +u^(0)h
&
j &8
&
j , j2.
whereas, if T &=,
u^(& j )=(u^(0)&#&)g &j +u^(&1)h
&
j +8
&
j , j2.
We get, respectively,
T &u^(0)+u^(&1)+#&=0 (3.23)
u^(& j )=u^(0) h&j &8
&
j , j2 (3.24)
and
u^(0)&#&=0 (3.25)
u^(& j )=u^(&1)h&j +8
&
j , j2; (3.26)
in either case, u^ # S(Z).
We conclude that u^ # S(Z), and so u # C(S1). K
We are now ready to state a result about GH and GS for P and tP on
S1_M, where M is a compact orientable manifold. We assume that (3.3),
(3.8), (3.9), (3.16), and (3.17) hold.
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Theorem 3.4. For any operator P in the class described above, the
following properties are equivalent:
(1) P and tP are GH on S 1_M;
(2) P and tP are GS on S1_M;
(3) P is GH and GS on S1_M;
(4) tP is GH and GS on S 1_M;
(5) (i) T + and T & are not both equal to ; A(1)T ++
C(&1)T &&B(0){0; and
(ii) S+ and S& are not both equal to ; A(0)S++C(0)S&&B(0){0.
Proof. (5) O (1) 7 (2) 7 (3) 7 (4): Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 imply
that P and tP are injective in D$ and GH on S 1. Hence, by Theorem 1.1,
P and tP are GH and GS on S 1_M.
We now show that if (5)(i) does not hold, then P is not GH on S 1_M,
and tP is not GS on S 1_M. Indeed, if (5)(i) does not hold, then Proposi-
tion 3.1 says that there exists . # C(S1), with .0 and P.=0. Now
take any v # D$(M)"C(M) and set u=.v to get u # D$(S 1_M)"
C(S1_M) and Pu=0; thus P is not GH on S 1_M. We also claim that
there is no solution u # C(M_S1) to the equation tPu=. ; indeed, if
there were such a solution, we would have 0{(., . ) =(., tPu) =
(P., u)=0, a contradiction. We have shown that tP is not GS on S 1_M.
Similarly, if (5)(ii) does not hold, we get that tP is not GH on S1_M
and P is not GS on S1_M. K
Corollary 3.5. Let
P=e&ix+B(Dx)+eix, (3.27)
with B a pseudo-differential operator on S1, and assume that there exist
=>0, and +0 # N, such that
|B( j )|2+=, | j |+0 . (3.28)
Let M be a compact orientable manifold of dimension 1.
Then the following properties are equivalent :
(a) P is GH on S1_M;
(b) P is GS on S1_M;
(c) T + and T & are not both equal to , and T ++T &&B(0){0.
Proof. In the notation of Theorem 3.4, we have A( j )#1, C( j )#1, and
T \=S , hence (5)(i) and (5)(ii) in Theorem 3.4 are one and the same
condition. The result now follows immediately from Theorem 3.4. K
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Remark 3.6. The results about global hypoellipticity in [Y1], [Y2] are
contained in Corollary 3.5. Indeed, take M=Tn, and B(0)=&*, B( j )= j 2,
for j{0. Then (3.28) holds; also T +=T & =v T, and property (c) becomes
T{ and 2T+*{0, hence we get the result in [Y1].
In [Y2] the assumptions are M=Tn, B( j )=B(& j ), for all j{0 (i.e,
tP=P), B(0)=&*, and |B( j )|  , as | j |  . Again (3.28) holds,
T +=T &, and it is not difficult to check (c).
Remark 3.7. Assumption (3.28) in Corollary 3.5 is not superfluous;
for instance, it cannot be replaced by |B( j )|2, as can be seen in the
example which follows. Take P=e&ix&2+eix=2(&1+cos x). Then
P : C(S 1)  C(S1) is injective, but P : D$(S1)  D$(S 1) is not, because
P$(x)=0. In particular P is not GH on S1.
We now present the last result of this section, involving only GH for P
on S 1_M.
Theorem 3.8. Let P be as in (3.1), and assume that (3.3), (3.8), (3.9),
(3.16), and (3.17) hold. Then P is GH on S1_M if and only if T + and T &
are not both equal to , and A(1)T ++C(&1)T &&B(0){0.
Proof. The necessity was proved in Theorem 3.4, and we proceed to
sketch the proof of sufficiency.
Note that we cannot use the abstract result, as it stands, because tP may
not be injective, hence P may not be GS on S 1, in the sense adopted by
us.
On the other hand, P has closed range E/C(S 1), and an inverse
P&1: E  C(S 1) exists. In fact, E=(Ker( tP : D$(S1)  D$(S1)))o and P&1
is given by means of (3.19)-(3.26).
As in the proof of the abstract result, one can show that P&1 extends to
P&1: F  C(S 1_M), which is an inverse for P on S 1_M; here
F=(Ker ( tP : D$(S1_M)  D$(S 1_M)))o.
Let now u # D$(S 1_M) and f # C(S1_M), with Pu= f.
Then f # F1 =
v (Ker( tP : C(S 1_M)  C(S 1_M))o). One can show
that F1=F; hence there exists . # C(S1_M) such that P.= f. We get
Pu=P., and so u=. # C(S 1_M). Thus P is GH on S1_M. K
4. FINAL REMARKS
Our main purpose here is to exhibit other operators to which the
abstract results of Section 1 can be applied.
Let Q be a second-order self-adjoint homogeneous elliptic operator on
M1=Tm, m1. Let . # C(Tm), with .0 and .0, and set P=Q&..
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Then P is hypoelliptic, hence GH on T m.
Also, P is injective, in view of the maximum principle.
Theorem 1.1 now implies that P is GH and GS on T m_M2 , for any
compact orientable manifold M2 .
To motivate the next example, recall that there exist no hypoelliptic first-
order partial differential operators on M, if dim M3.
Take M1=T2 and consider the operator
P=t+(a(t)+ib(t)) x+c(t), (4.1)
where a, b, c # C(S1), and a and b are real-valued.
Assume that b0, and that b does not change sign.
Then P is GH on T2, and the same is true of tP (see [H] and [B]).
It is not difficult to show that the following properties are equivalent:
P is injective; (4.2)
tP is injective; (4.3)
c0  (b0&ia0)Z iZ, (4.4)
where a0=(2?)&1 2?0 a, and b0 , c0 are the averages of b, c, respectively.
By using Theorem 1.1, we see that P is GH on T2+n, n1, if and only
if (4.4) holds.
Our final comment concerns the relations between the following
properties:
P : C(M)  C(M) is injective; (4.5)
P : D$(M)  D$(M) is injective; (4.6)
P is GH on M. (4.7)
Trivially, (4.6) O (4.5).
For M=S1 we saw, in Remark 3.7, that (4.5) O3 (4.6).
The example P=Dt , with M=S1, shows that (4.7) O3 (4.5).
We now give an example to show that (4.6) O3 (4.7). Let P=Dt+
:Dx+;, with :, ; # R. It is clear that P : D$(T2)  D$(T2) is injective if and
only if ;  Z:Z. On the other hand, P is GH on T2 if and only if there
exist C>0, N # R such that
| j+:k+;|C( | j |+|k| )N, (4.8)
for all large | j |+|k|, ( j, k) # Z2 (see [GW]). In [B] it is shown that there
are many numbers :, ; with ;  Z:Z, for which (4.8) does not hold.
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